
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Circle Project:   
Diversity, inclusion, leadership 
 

Frequently Asked Questions  
 
What is The Circle Project? 
We provide innovative learning experiences in communities and organizations by creating surprise, energy, depth, 
and relationship around difficult issues like diversity and inclusive leadership. We do so using story and theatre, 
forming creative and safe spaces where people don't have to be clever, but are free to truly learn and explore. 

We engage people so that diversity becomes personal. We help individuals in organizations deepen their working 
relationships across difference, transforming how they work together in the process and enhancing their capacity for 
innovation. Our training is more oriented toward learning (a process that leaves us changed) than toward problem-
solving (a process focused on changing our surroundings) because we believe that changing our surroundings can 
only come after we ourselves are changed in some way. 

The Circle Project has several key objectives: 

• To help people build inclusive organizations that connect, collaborate, and create  
• To access group wisdom for inspired results  
• To give people a solid grounding in diversity and inclusion issues and how they impact individuals and 

organizations  
• To help people have open and honest dialogue about things that matter  
• To show how culture affects all of us, all the time, and how it affects our work  
• To involve people in creating an inclusive environment, not just hearing about it 

Our work is centered on our deep understanding of a broad array of diversity dimensions such as race, age, gender, 
sexual orientation, religion, geographical location, tenure, management status, and title or rank, among others. We 
pay particular attention to the self and other, privilege, status and rankism, dominant culture, and the impact of culture 
and culture change. 

Who are we? 
The Circle Project was founded by two leaders in their respective fields: David Robinson in the field of theatre, story, 
and creativity and Patricia Digh in the field of global diversity, leadership, and inclusion. For biographical 
information, please go to: http://37days.typepad.com/thecircleproject/2005/03/the_founders_of.html 
 
What do we believe? 

! That learning should be a beneficial search for surprise  
! That traditional diversity and inclusion training often puts people in untenable positions where they can�t learn 

because they are made to feel defensive  
! That learning is most effective when it is embodied and experiential, not just intellectual  
! That to understand diversity, we must first understand culture and dominant culture  
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! That people learn best by �doing� and then by extracting the meaning from that experience  
! That moving people from a �playing to win� to a �playing to learn� mentality helps organizations innovate  
! That Story is a guide that can teach us how to live in relationship with others  
! That success comes when we experience our self as part of something larger  
! That training must create the capacity for intrinsic responsibility  
! That what comes out of the training becomes part of the story of the organization itself 
! That �getting it� comes with giving �others� the same level of specificity and humanity that we give ourselves  

How are we different from traditional diversity training? 
Our experiential approach differs from traditional diversity training in the following ways: 

! From debate to story 

! From facts & statistics to understanding facts & statistics through metaphor 

! From being content driven to being experience driven 

! From attendee as observer to attendee as active participant 

! From intellectual learning to embodied, experiential learning 

! From left brained to left & right brained 

! From averting crisis to enlarging capacity 

! From supplier bringing meaning into the room to meaning co-created in the room and "unpacked" from 
experiential learning experiences 

! From supplier designed to participant as guided co-designer 

How do we work with clients? 

We work with clients who want to co-create innovative, experiential, challenging and meaningful learning 
experiences around issues of diversity, inclusion, culture, status, and privilege. We begin our work with clients by 
asking one question: what is the transformation you need? After hearing the answer to that question, we ask 
ourselves: what are the experiences we can create to achieve that transformation?  

We have created a �menu� of experiential learning that centers around content areas such as: understanding culture 
and culture change, moving beyond conflict, building inclusive leaders, exploring white privilege, taking 
responsibility for inclusion, being a diversity change agent, challenging �isms,� using diversity to enhance 
innovation, and others. Once we understand fully the �transformation� and learning that is needed, we create a 
targeted and customized experience to achieve those goals using this �menu.�  

What are the kinds of programs offered by The Circle Project? 
 
! Culture, What Culture? 
! What is Inclusive Leadership? 
! Going beyond Diversity 
! Understanding Racial and Cultural Identity 
! Being Open to Difference 
! Cultivating a Bias-Free Workplace 
! Managing the Cultural Implications of 

Globalization 

! Leveraging Differences in Groups 
! Understanding Cultural Mindsets 
! Leveraging Diversity as a Tool for Creativity 
! The Nature of Prejudice 
! Teaching for Diversity 
! The Art of Diverse Teams 
! Discussing Difference: Courageous 

Conversations 
 
What length are the sessions we offer? 
Learning is a process of unpacking meaning over time. Optimally, we find that one- or multi-day sessions are most 
beneficial. Retreats often offer the most freedom to explore - and in retreat settings, we�ve found that having 2 sleep-
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nights for participants to engage and explore their learning is ideal. Such a retreat might offer an afternoon/evening 
session to get started, a full second day, and end on the morning of the third day. That�s ideal, but not always 
possible, we understand. Where even a full day isn�t possible, we do offer half-day sessions. If you are looking for a 
session less than 3.5 hours long, you might be better served by looking at other options.   
 
What size groups do we work with? 
We design sessions for both small teams and for large groups of 100-200 people. 
 
What can session participants expect?  
Our sessions are not information-dumps and we don�t ask participants to do anything that they don�t feel comfortable 
doing. We engage participants in dynamic experiences that clarify and address their challenges. By creating a safe 
environment in which people feel free to engage fully, we ensure that participants don�t feel �put on the spot� or �on 
stage.�   
 
What should participants wear? 
Our sessions are not traditional sit-in-a-chair-paper-and-pencil kinds of sessions. Participants will move around, 
engage in some physical activity, and have fun. We don�t believe learning necessarily needs to be painful. 
Participants will be most relaxed and able to participate fully if they wear comfortable clothing�jeans or casual 
pants, casual shirts or t-shirts, and flat shoes.  
 
What should participants do to prepare before the session? 
Nothing. We will use the knowledge, skills, imagination, and willingness we find in the room to create a community 
dialogue and learning around issues of culture, diversity, change, and inclusion.   
 
What do we need from you? 
A strong commitment to the work, information about the transformation you need to gain from the session, and a 
desire to engage fully. Logistically, we need a room that�s big enough to move around in, one table for our materials, 
and chairs around the edges of the room. We bring everything else with us. 
 
Who should I call for more information? 
For more information, contact:  
 
Patricia Digh 
pdigh@realwork.com 
1-828-280-5766  
 
or  
 
David Robinson 
david.robinson5@comcast.net 
1-206-853-8289  
 
www.37days.typepad.com/thecircleproject 


